
Watches for Women
 

Watches have become an integral part of women's fashion statement these days. A woman's

wardrobe would not be complete without a watch. Women have several choices when it

comes to buying a watch. They can go for a fancy watch for status or go for a simple one for

utility. But what do women need to look for when buying a luxury watch? And which brands

should they consider when looking for a luxury timepiece? 

 

Watches fall into two major categories-the conventional watch and the luxury watch.

Conventional luxury watches are generally expensive and made of costly materials. The best

ones are usually water resistant, have multi dials and many complications. Conventional

luxury timepieces made of precious metals like silver, titanium, rubies etc. come in limited

colors and designs and can only be worn on special occasions. 

 

On the other hand, luxury timepieces that fall under the luxury watch umbrella are made of

more attractive materials, have simple multi dials and no complications. They can be made of

mineral, plastic or even glass. Women's jewelry, including bracelets, earrings etc., also come

in the category of luxury timepieces. Watches crafted from genuine leather, stainless steel

and other natural materials are in great demand these days. 

 

guess watches Women love to wear jewelry made of different precious stones and metals.

Many women choose gold watches over the usual metal or silver ones because of their

elegance and appeal. Women's love for gold watches is such that some manufacturers offer

a three-month trial offer just for them. You can purchase the gold watch you like by paying a

minimum amount. Moreover, they never go out of fashion and are considered timeless by

many. 

 

Fossil watches are another favorite for those who love variety. There are several designs

available in this category. The most popular among them is the leather strap with the genuine

leather band. However, there are also various metal and ceramic wristwatches which are

equally popular among women. One can choose the design based on his/her personality. 

 

Watches crafted from mineral crystals are a hot favourite amongst sports persons. This is

because they help in sweating less while exercising, thereby helping the athlete in achieving

greater stamina in games. Other than athletes, people who love wearing luxury brands often

wear these watches. Those who travel by plane may find these watches as a good choice as

they don't get slippery when they are wet. 

 

Watches come in a wide price range. Some are quite expensive while others are affordable.

The cost of the watch depends on the features it has and its overall durability. Watches can

be found in different price ranges starting from the cheapest to the most expensive ones.

Some of the brands which are known for their good quality products are Swiss watches

which are a bit expensive but worth your investment. 
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Watches crafted from precious gems are the bestsellers of all time. If you want to go beyond

a basic watch then you should consider purchasing a branded hybrid smartwatch. In this

category of watches, there are several sub-brands which are available under the main

umbrella brand and make the watches more interesting. Some of the popular brands which

manufacture these watches are Fossil, quartz watch, Michael Kors, and Diesel. 

 

If you are looking for something less expensive then you should consider purchasing a nice,

basic smartwatch. There are many attractive brands which manufacture them. In the price

range below twenty dollars, you can find simple quartz watches which can perform the basic

functions like switching the time. You can also find good brands like Michael Kors and Fossil

under this price range. 

 

Watches from fashion brands are the perfect choices for those who want to stand out in the

crowd. They have a stylish design and can be worn by men and women alike. Some of the

fashion watches which are manufactured by Fossil and Michael Kors are very funky and can

suit a number of people. If you are not looking for something flashy and over the top, you

should consider purchasing a classic designer watch which is made from authentic Italian

bone mineral crystals. 

 

If you prefer stainless steel watches, then there are many online and offline stores which sell

them. You can choose among many different types and brands which can be found in

stainless steel cases and bands. There are also various color options available like gold,

silver and black. As most of these watches are designed with a brushed stainless steel finish,

they look classy and sophisticated. Online shopping is the best option if you are looking for

the latest fashion watches for women. 


